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INTRODUCTION 
 
Hello everyone! 
 
SoV 2 is quite a large game and there are many things to do in it. This guide is here to help you 
through the game's progress. However due to how the game's constructed, there are many things 
that can be done any time in the game. Due to that, the guide won't be linear but it will be cut into 
different categories having different focuses. This way you'll be able to browse through the summary 
to look directly the section that you're interested in. 
 

THIS GUIDE IS RESERVED TO PATRONS ONLY! 
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1) The Minazukis' house. Unlocked at the beginning of the game 

2) Convini. Unlocked automatically the 1st day. 

3) Job Agency. Read the job recruitment ad on the wall of the convini. 

4) Construction Site. Watch new porn videos for two days during an evening with Yuki. 

5) Hospital. Spend one evening with Atsushi. 

6) Train Station. Buy the mode magazine in the convini and read it during an evening. 

7) Library. Check the kiosk at the train station. 

8) Elementary School. Talk with the librarian three different days. 
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9) Playground. Read the novel of library during two different days. 

10) Eri's Office. Unlock automatically the first Wednesday of the game. 

11) Dump. Unlocked automatically the first Sunday of the game. 

12) Shrine. Talk to the old lady at the hospital three different days. 

13) Back Alley. Trigger a stray dog-related scene with Yuki, Ayame or Naomi. 

14) Zoo. Finish Eri's quest "Bribing the Board". 

15) Retirement Home. Watch all possible scenes with the old man and Ayame on the 

playground (2 handjobs, 1 blowjob, 1 hairjob and 2 watersports plays). Then talk to him normally. 

16) Ice-cream Restaurant. After giving two handjobs to the chief worker on the construction 

site, you'll find him at the convini during weekends. Talk to him to unlock the restaurant. 

17) Mr Dekai's Apartment. Just like the retirement home, this one requires to have seen all 

construction site scenes with the black man (2 handjobs, 1 blowjob, 2 cockslaps ("They see me 
slappin'" quest) and 1 pantsjob) 
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II.A List of Items 
 
You'll find in that category all the items you can stumble upon in the game. The sentence in blue tells 
you where to get the item. The sentence in green tells you what is it used for. 
 
 

 
Citrus Juice: You can buy them at the convini. You need to buy some (3) if you want to trigger 
the scenes with the old man at the Playground. 

 
 
Mode Magazine: You can buy one at the convini. Read it during an evening to unlock the train 
station. 

 
 

Pink Dildo: After peeking on Reiko masturbating for the first time, go to Eri's office. Check the 
shelf near her bed then talk to her. The next day she'll give you the dildo. With the dildo in 

your inventory, check Reiko and Atsushi's bedroom and watch the scene. 
 

 
 DVD: Finish the 1st part of the baker quest in the playground by buying 10 loaves of bread 
(only during weekends). Watch this DVD during an evening and you'll unlock the mouth 

element. 
 

 Beer: You can buy them at the convini. This is a needed item to complete the "Bribe the 
Board" quest and unlock the zoo. 

 
 

Chewing Gum: You can buy them at the convini. This is a needed item to complete the "Bribe 
the Board" quest and unlock the zoo. 

 
List of Rewards: You'll be given this list by Eri as soon as you trigger the "Bribe the Board" 
quest. This list's goal is only here to remind you what are the items needed to complete the 

"Bribe the Board" quest. 
 
 

Address of a Great Restaurant: Just talk to Atsushi after coming back from school. The "Bribe 
the Board" quest needs to be triggered. Be careful tough, Atsushi will not be home if you've 

watched Reiko's dildo scene. If that's the case, you need to trigger Yuki/Reiko scene first before being 
able to see Atsushi home early again. This is a needed item to complete the "Bribe the board" quest 
and unlock the zoo. 
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 Four-leaf Clover: You can find one at the playground after launching the "Bribe the Board" 
quest. You simply need to spend a time unit to find one. However, you cannot search for one 

during weekends. This is a needed item to complete the "Bribe the Board" quest and unlock the zoo. 
 

 
 Picture of Happiness: You need to first trigger the quest "Bribe the Board", then buy 8 bottles 
of beer and go and see the guy at the top right of the construction site (not the one Ayame 

had fun with, the other one). After the scene, you'll get the pic. This is a needed item to complete the 
"Bribe the Board" quest and unlock the zoo. 
 

 
 Expensive Sake Bottle: You first need to trigger the "Bribe the Board" quest. After that go in 
the dump and talk to the hobo in the first house in the left. For him to appear you mustn't be in 

the middle of a shooting with the fat hobo. After that, talk to all the hobos (the two outsides and the 
ones inside the two other sheds). Once it's done, go to the shrine and talk with the fat hobo on the 
top left of the map. After that, you'll get the bottle. This is a needed item to complete the "Bribe the 
Board" quest and unlock the zoo. 
 
 

 Collector Card of Kiki ™: The trickiest item to get. You first need to have given two handjobs 
to the black guy on the construction site. After that talk to him about the card. Then go talk 

with the Librarian about the card and wait the next day. Go back to the library and talk to the 
Librarian's grandfather. There are many possible outcomes with that conversation but two allows 
you to get the card for free. Either choose "For someone we don't know" then "It's to help a friend of 
ours" then "We're helping a porn actress buying a zoo" OR choose "Form someone we don't know" 
then "That's what they want for being bribed" then " Our lives are at stake!". Those two paths will 
grant you the card for free. This is a needed item to complete the "Bribe the Board" quest and unlock 
the zoo. 
 
 

Horse Dildo: After Yuki had her first Komodo experience (so after the first scene), you’ll find 
Chisame in the zoo entrance. Talk to her. If you’ve unlocked Reiko’s first dildo scene, a 

conversation will occur. After the conversation, wait two days and go back to see Chisame. You’ll get 
the dildo. Just like the pink dildo, simply click on the door of Reiko’s bedroom during a weekday. 
 
 

The Joys of Sex: As soon as you've unlocked the Elementary School elethanks to the librarian, 
a man will show up every Tuesday to propose you those anthologies. He gets new ones every 

week. They indicate recipes combinations. Their use is barely here to help you getting most recipes 
without having to look at that guide. 
 
 

Cold Tea: When you'll have given at least one handjob to the convini clerk, you'll be able to 
buy those. This item is required to unlock some scenes. 

 
 

Nipple Fuck Amulet: You'll gain this automatically Friday November 2nd. Naomi will give it to 
you after the first good ending. This item unlocks the "Nipple" element. 

 
 

The Study of Sodomy: The Anthology seller will start selling it on October 30th. You can buy it 
for 5,000 Yens. Reading this book will unlock the "Ass" element. 
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Booster pack: As soon as you've finished the "Card Collector" quest, you'll be able to search 
on the Internet for cards with Ayame. You can buy booster packs there. A booster pack 

contains 7 cards with at least one of the being super rare (gold) or ultra-rare (platinum). 
 
 

Common card: The easiest kind of card to find. You'll find them in boxes, booster packs or in 
the gashapon machine of the ice-cream restaurant. Collecting those can either allow you to 

boost the site revenue (See the "Card Collector" quest for more information) or you can exchange 
them against some stats boost to Kabeer. 
 

 
Uncommon card: Not much harder to find than common cards. You'll find them in boxes, 
booster packs or in the gashapon machine of the ice-cream restaurant. Collecting those can 

either allow you to boost the site revenue (See the "Card Collector" quest for more information) or 
you can exchange them against some stats boost to Kabeer. 
 
 

Rare card: Those are harder to come by. You'll get them booster packs or as rewards for 
quests. Collecting those can either allow you to boost the site revenue (See the "Card 

Collector" quest for more information) or you can exchange them against some stats boost to 
Kabeer. 
 
 

Super rare card: Those are even harder to come by. You'll get them booster packs or as 
rewards for quests. Collecting those can either allow you to boost the site revenue (See the 

"Card Collector" quest for more information) or you can exchange them against some stats boost to 
Kabeer. 
 

 
Ultra-rare card: Those are the ultimate cards. You'll get them booster packs or as rewards for 
quests. Collecting those can either allow you to boost the site revenue (See the "Card 

Collector" quest for more information) or you can exchange them against some stats boost to 
Kabeer. 
 
 
Noir de velour:  You'll find it in the bathroom of the Minazukis during the "#Mybodyismine" quest. 
It's required to finish the aforementioned quest. 
 
 
Futanari Amulet:  Naomi will give it to you automatically on November 9th. This item unlocks the 
"Futanari" element. 
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II.B List of Elements 
 
You'll find here all the elements that can be found in the game. If you want to see how to use them, 
check the COMBINATIONS chapter. 
 
1) People 
 

 
Yuki. You automatically get it during the game's intro. 
 
 
Ayame. You automatically get it during the game's intro. 
 
 
Naomi. You automatically get it during the morning of the 13th October. 
 
 
Eri. You automatically get it the 5th November. 
 

 
 
2) Body Parts 
 

 
Penis. You automatically get it during the conversation with Reiko on the first day. 
 
 
Hand. You automatically get it during the conversation with Reiko on the first day. 
 
 
Mouth. You need to finish the first part of the "Hentai Bakery" quest and watch the DVD 

during an evening. 
 
Vagina. You need to watch Reiko's first masturbation scene by just checking her room. 
 
 
Tongue. You need to watch the second scene between Naomi and the stray dog to get it (the 
scene with the Mastiff.) 

 
 
Hair. After recording the two handjobs scenes and the blowjob scene with the Convini guy, 
just talk to him. 

 
 
Breasts. You need to read a book with Ayame 3 times during an evening. You'll unlock it the 

4th time. 
 

 
Nipple. You'll get it automatically the 2nd November. 
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Foot. Search Mr. Dekai's shelf a during a week day. 
 

 
Armpit. Given by Kabeer after your first conversation with him at the ice-cream restaurant. 
 
 
Ass. Need to buy the "Study of Sodomy" from the Anthology seller. He starts selling it the last   
week of October. 

 
Futanari. You get it automatically when Naomi gives you the futanari amulet on November 
9th. 

 
 
3) Places 
 

 
 
Places elements get unlocked as soon as you unlock the place in question. 
 
 
4) Miscellaneous 
 

 
Stray Dog. You automatically get this element the first Friday of the game. 
 
 
Mat. You'll unlock it after washing him (First part of the "Me, Myself and Mat" quest) 
 

 
Elephant. Talk to Teppei after either Atsushi's has been hired (ideally after the Komodo quest 
or the rhino scene). He'll give it to you. 

 
 
Rhinoceros. Talk to Chisame after finishing the Komodo quest and after the 23rd October. 

 
 

Zebra. After finishing the Komodo quest, you'll see a sign on the wall of the zoo entrance. 
Read it and go see Mr. Iori to unlock the zebra element. 

 
 
Monkey. Unlocks together with the Zebra element (don't bother making recipes with it, 
there's nothing for now, I just added it in advance). 

 
 
Panties. You'll find it after praying 10 different days in the Saisen (the wooden box at the 

Shrine). Careful though, the quest "Stop fucking everyone!" needs to be finished. 
 

 
Urine. Finish the quest "Piss and Love" 
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Feces. You need to have completed the "M. Naked" quest. 
 

 
Dildo. Watch the scene with Reiko masturbating with a horse dildo. 
 

 
Pen. It's given during the tutorial in the intro of the game. It serves no other purpose than 

 explaining the recipe mechanics. 
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II.C Earning stats 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The girls have stats in the game that allows them to perform (or not) the recipes they've come up 
with. They both start at 2 in each stat and the maximum amount is capped at 50. There are several 
ways of gaining stats in the game. Here they are: 
 

1) Evening activities 
 
Each evening (with some exceptions), the girls can perform different actions. Most of them will grant 
them bonus points in a given stats. Here are the different activities and the points you'll earn. 
 

For Ayame: 
 
Go on Wikipedia:   Curiosity +2 
Read a book:     Imagination +2 
Masturbate in bed:    Lust +2 
Read mails:    Self-Assurance +2 
Watch bestiality videos:  Perversion+2 
Have fun with Mat*:   Masochism +2 
 

For Yuki: 
 
Have fun with Mat*:   Curiosity +2 
Read a manga:    Imagination +2 
Watch already downloaded videos:  Lust +2 
Do homework:    Self-Assurance +2 
Search for new porn videos:  Perversion +2 
Lose time on 2chan:   Masochism +2 
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*You'll need to finish the "Me, Myself and Mat" quest to be able for both sister to raise those 
missing stats during evening. Check the Side Quest section for that. 
 
On top of that, there are some cases where you'll win more or less stats. Here's the list: 
 

For Ayame: 
Read a book for the 4th time:   Imagination +4  
 

For Yuki: 
Search for new porn videos a 2nd time: Perversion +0 
 
If you decide to spend the evening with Mat + Yuki + Ayame it will do the same than doing Ayame + 
Mat then Yuki + Mat (Curiosity +2 for Yuki and Masochism +2 for Ayame). It's just meant to go faster 
in case you want those two particular stats to grow. 
 
Lastly, you can also spend time with Naomi. Unless it triggers a particular event, both girl will use 
their evening time and they earn +2 in a random stat (the stat being the same for both girls). 
It is recommended to finish the "Me Myself and Mat" quest asap to avoid having one stat left behind. 
 

2) H Scenes 
 
Most H scenes will grant you a stat bonus when they're finished. You'll find the list of the bonuses 
earned in the H Scenes list (if nothing's written, it means that the scene doesn't give stat bonuses).  
As a general rule the videos give stats while the family scenes (so scenes involving Reiko, Atsushi, 
Yuki and/or Ayame that are not filmed) doesn't. There are exceptions though.  
 

3) Special Events 
 
There are some events in the game that grants the sisters (or at least one of them) a boost of stats. 
Here are those particular events: 
 
- Ayame and Yuki's evening conversation with Atsushi after the car scene: 
   Curiosity + 5, Lust +3 and Self-Assurance +3 for Ayame. 
 
- Kabeer's card exchange conversation in the ice-cream restaurant: 
   Self-Assurance +1 for both girls. 
 
- End of the Komodo quest (after the 3rd scene): 
   Curiosity + 3, Perversion +4, Self-Assurance +5 and Masochism +2 for Yuki. 
 
- Eating a dick-shaped bread from the hentai baker: 
   Perversion +1 for Ayame. 
 
- Eating the cum-filled bread from the hentai baker: 
   Masochism +1 for Ayame. 
 
- Eating the cum-filled bread from the hentai baker: 
   Masochism +1 for Ayame. 
 
- Eating the smegma bread from the hentai baker the best way possible: 
   All stats + 2 for Yuki. 
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- Getting Yuki's bonus during tissue selling (20% chances to happen): 
   Self-Assurance +2 for Yuki. 
 
- Getting Ayame's bonus during tissue selling (20% chances to happen): 
   Self-Assurance +2 for Ayame. 
 
- Getting Yuki's bonus during club cleaning (10% chances to happen): 
   Curiosity + 1 for Yuki. 
 
- Getting Ayame's bonus during tissue selling (10% chances to happen): 
   Masochism +1 for Ayame. 
 
- The first conversation with Chie at the shrine: 
   Self-Assurance +1 for both girls. 
   Perversion +1 for both girls. 
 

4) The Shrine's Saisen 
 
Another way to get stat points is the shrine. After having talked to Chie once, you can put 100 Yens in 
the saisen (the wooden box in front of the shrine). You can only do it once per day, though. The 
percentage is calculated this way. You have 25% of getting nothing. On the remaining 75% you can 
get 15 different outcomes: 
 
- Ayame gets + 1 in a random stat (one outcome per stat) 
- Ayame gets + 1 in ALL stats. 
- Yuki gets + 1 in a random stat (one outcome per stat) 
- Yuki gets + 1 in ALL stats. 
- Both sisters get +1 in ALL stats (best outcome possible) 
 

5) Kabeer's Card Exchange 
 
Giving your spare cards to Kabeer can grant you stats, yeah. You first need to witness the scene 
between him and Hana and to have reached the half of the "Card Collector" quest (basically having 
Chie placing the card binder in front of the shrine). Once it's done, Kabeer will spawn at the ice-
cream restaurant and will be able to make your stats grow depending on the rarity of the cards you 
gave him: 
 
5 common cards =  +1 in a chosen stat for both sisters 
5 uncommon cards =  +2 in 2 chosen stats for one of the sisters. 
5 rare cards =  + 4 in a chosen stat for both sisters. 
5 super rare cards =  + 4 in 2 chosen stats for both sisters. 
5 ultra-rare cards = + 5 in all stats for both sisters. 
It is possible to sacrifice cards you have a single exemplary of. But it'll mean you'll have to get it again 
to reach the 100% completion (which is longer than reaching 50 points in all stats, especially 
considering the endless mode's existence). 
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Here you'll find all possible element combination to create recipes in the game. Refer to the Element 
chapter if you want to know where to find an element. Keep in mind that sometimes, a combination 
isn't possible unless something has been triggered before. If it's the case, the trigger will be written 
next to the combination. 
 
Yuki & Ayame Combinations 
 
Yuki + Hand + Penis + Hospital 
Yuki + Hand + Penis + Train Station 
Yuki + Hand + Penis + Dump 
Yuki + Hand + Penis + Construction Site 
Yuki + Hand + Penis + Playground 
 
Ayame + Hand + Penis + Convini 
Ayame + Hand + Penis + Train Station 
Ayame + Hand + Penis + Elementary School 
Ayame + Hand + Penis + Construction Site 
Ayame + Hand + Penis + Playground 
 
Yuki + Mouth + Penis + Hospital 
Yuki + Mouth + Penis + Train Station 
Yuki + Mouth + Penis + Dump 
Yuki + Mouth + Penis + Construction Site 
Yuki + Mouth + Penis + Playground 
 
Ayame + Mouth + Penis + Convini 
Ayame + Mouth + Penis + Train Station 
Ayame + Mouth + Penis + Elementary School 
Ayame + Mouth + Penis + Construction Site 
Ayame + Mouth + Penis + Playground 
 
Yuki + Penis + Vagina + Stray Dog 
Ayame + Penis + Vagina + Stray Dog 
 
Yuki + Mat + Tongue 
Yuki + Ayame + Mat 
Ayame + Mat + Penis + Mouth 
Ayame + Mat + Urine (Needs to have finished the "Ayame's Training Part 1" quest) 
 
Ayame + Penis + Urine + Elementary School 
Ayame + Penis + Urine + Construction Site 
Ayame + Penis + Urine + Mouth + Elementary School 
Ayame + Penis + Urine + Mouth + Construction Site 
 
Yuki + Hand + Penis + Panties + Construction site 
Yuki + Hand + Penis + Panties + Dump 
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Yuki + Foot + Penis + Mr. Dekai's Apartment 
 
Yuki + Exhibitionism + Dump 
 
Ayame + Hand + Hair + Penis + Convini 
Ayame + Hand + Hair + Penis + Playground 
Ayame + Hand + Hair + Penis + Elementary School 
 
Ayame + Breasts + Penis + Retirement Home 
Ayame + Breasts + Penis + Urine + Retirement Home 
Ayame + Breasts + Penis + Stray Dog 
 
Ayame + Armpit + Penis + Retirement Home 
 
Ayame + Nipple + Penis + Retirement Home 
Ayame + Nipple + Penis + Urine + Retirement Home  (Needs to have finished the "Ayame's  
       Training Part 2" quest) 
Ayame + Penis + Vagina + Retirement Home 
Ayame + Penis + Ass + Retirement Home  
Ayame + Penis + Ass (or Vagina) + Urine + Retirement Home (Needs to have finished the "Ayame's 
                 Training Part 2" quest) 
Ayame + Penis + Vagina + Zebra 
Ayame + Penis + Ass + Zebra 
Ayame + Penis + Vagina + Urine + Zebra (Needs to have finished the "Ayame's Training Part 1" 
      quest) 
 
Ayame + Yuki + Futanari + Vagina + Ice-Cream Restaurant (Needs to have triggered the "Rhythm'n 
           cock" quest) 
 
Naomi Combinations 
 
Naomi + Mouth + Penis + Stray Dog 
Naomi + Mouth + Penis + Mat 
 
Naomi + Mouth + Penis + Urine + Stray Dog 
Naomi + Mouth + Penis + Urine + Mat (Not the in the game yet, sorry orz) 
 
Naomi + Scat + Stray 
 
Naomi + Pussy + Dildo + Rhinoceros 
 
Eri Combinations 
 
Eri + Elephant + Penis + Breasts 
Eri + Elephant + Penis + Vagina 
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This chapter will detail the important events of the game. Of course, listing every event is useless as 
they're automatic. If you want more details about bad endings and how to avoid them, check the Bad 
Ending section. The details of stats earned by some of these events are written in the Earning Stats 
section. 
 
 

IV.A October 
 
01/10: Unlock the CONVINI during the school conversation. Unlock the elements HAND and PENIS 
during Reiko's conversation. 
 
03/10: Unlock the possibility to upload videos on the internet site. 
 
05/10: Unlock the element STRAY DOG during Naomi's phone conversation. 
 
06/10: Unlock the DUMP during the conversation with Reiko. 
 
13/10: Unlock the element NAOMI during the conversation with her. 
 
16/10: Diner with Atsushi's boss. Important event. Check the Bad Endings section. 
 
22/10: First meeting with Kabeer. 
 
24/10: Hana’s recruitment. Can’t miss it as it’ll play automatically during that day. Allows you to see 
Hana and Kabeer fuck and make sure Kabeer is more focused on protecting the sisters. 
 
25/10: Atsushi's Bad End day. Check the Bad Endings section for more informations 
 
26/10: Kanon will meet the girls in front of the school gate to threaten them to reveal everything to 
their school if they were to win against Suzuko. 
 
28/10: Meeting with Suzuko and Kanon. Eri will decide to joint the group (but only after the first 
good ending has been reached) 
 

IV.B November 
 
01/11: If you’ve completed the “A New Collaborator” quest, a scene will trigger that particular day. 
 
02/11: Final day of the first part of the game. If Reiko's bad end has been avoided, it'll trigger the first 
good ending. Additionally, you'll unlock the NIPPLE element from Naomi. 
 
05/11: Unlock the element ERI. Important moment of the game as it's the day where you'll get the 
biggest boost in sale with Eri's announcement and Atsushi's recruitment. Don't forget to give a 
maximum of videos to Eri so the +100% can be as effective as possible.  
 
09/11: Naomi will give you the Futanari amulet allowing you to unlock the FUTANARI element. 
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11/11: A parcel will be accessible on the dining room's table. It'll contain a nice present from a past 
game. 

 
IV.C Bad Endings 
 

A) Reiko's bad end 
 
Reiko's bad end works in two time. First, you need to relieve her frustration to postpone the date of 
her revelation. Not triggering any of those will lead to her revealing everything to Atsushi on the 20th 
which is way too soon. Here's how things work for Reiko. Reiko starts the game with a sexual 
frustration of 0. Each passing day raises her frustration from 5 points. When it reaches 100, Reiko's 
Bad End triggers (Making the 20th the first potential day for this ending to happen). To avoid it, you 
need to cool down her frustration. That's why the only way to do so is to trigger hentai scenes with 
her. Here are the current values of effects of hentai scenes: 
 
1) Masturbation on the bed (-10) 
 
Simply click on her door while she's masturbating (available right from the first day in-game). 
 
2) Dildo scene on the bed (-15) 
 
Check the "Item" section to learn how to get the pink dildo. When you have it, simply click on her 
door to trigger that scene. 
 
3) Yuki pussy eating scene (-20) 
 
Another straightforward one. Simply click on Reiko when she's in the kitchen after the two previous 
scenes have been unlocked. 
 
4) Ayame toilet scene (-25) 
 
This one doesn't even need input. It just needs you to wait 3 days after the previous scene and it'll 
trigger automatically during a night. To be on the safe side, don't trigger the previous one too late, 
though. 
 
It's important noting that this is only the first part. Normally you're also working on avoiding Atsushi's 
bad ending. There are some elements that require actions on Atsushi's side to avoid Reiko's bad end. 
The goal is to finish the "A New Collaborator" quest. Here's how to do it. 
 
1) After the car scene, spend a 4th evening with Atsushi. 
 
2) Then go and talk to Eri to get a rendezvous. 
 
3) Spend a 5th and last evening with Atsushi so that Eri and Atsushi can meet. 
 
You only have between October the 26th and November the 1st to do this so make this your main 
priority. 
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B) Atsushi's bad end 
 
Atsushi's bad ending doesn't require much work to avoid. You basically need to do two things: Spend 
time with him AND make one key scene is executed correctly. Here's how to avoid the bad end step 
by step: 
 
1) Spend 2 evenings with him. 
 
2) Have a successful result during the diner with Atsushi's boss. 
 
The answers you give can lead to two outcomes. Either you convince him to accept the ad campaign 
or you fail to do so. If you fail to convince him, you'll be locked into Atsushi's Bad End. Each answer 
you give during the conversation gives or take points on Oosaki. To convince him, you need to reach 
7 points or more. Here are the values of each answer: 
 
- Yes (grants you the possibility to keep on) 
- No (Oosaki will refuse taking care of the campaign leading to Atsushi's bad end.) 
 
- It is      (+3 points) 
- It's not      (+1 point) 
 
- It's true      (+1 point) 
- It's not     (+3 points) 
 
- That's YOUR way of seeing things   (-1 point) 
- That's your COMPANY way of seeing things (+1 point) 
- That's SOCIETY way of seeing things  (+3 points) 
 
- Porn actress isn't a bad job   (+3 points) 
- Sex isn't something evil   (+1 point) 
 
- Of course, not     (+1 point) 
- Yes, we did     (-5 points) 
 
3) Spend a 3rd evening after the boss diner (but before the 25th) 
 
That's actually all you need to do to avoid Atsushi's bad end. He needs more interactions but those 
are meant to avoid Reiko's bad end. 
 

C) Eri's bad end 
 
Eri's bad end is way more straightforward to avoid than the two previous ones. It will occur if you fail 
Suzuko's break in. To learn how to succeed in it, check the "Ocean's 4" quest in the Side Quest 
section. 
 

D) Yuki's bad end 
 
Yuki's bad end is the most evident to see: it happens if you fail to reach the 500 Million Yens OR 
didn't trigger the "Ocean's 4" quest (but that's not implemented yet since I realized it the day before 
the release :x) 
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The current best way to make sure to avoid this bad ending is to shoot as many scenes as possible 
(making sure you have as much as possible when Atsushi's hiring increases the total amount by 
100%). The goal is to spend November in shooting + Earning money through jobs. With the money, 
buy as much booster cards as possible. When you'll get 60 different cards, Chie will boost your total 
amount by respectively 5%, 15% then 25%. Making the real needed goal a bit less than 400 Millions. 
Of course, wait the last minute before talking to her to have the boost operating on as much video 
sold as possible. 
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This chapter will explain how to trigger and complete the side quests of the game. You will also be 
explained what rewards you get from completing them. Those quests are sorted chronologically, 
from the earliest triggerable to the latest one. Quests leading to an item or an element are already 
listed in their sections. You won't find them here. 
 
 

QUEST N°1 "SESAME, SHOW ME YOUR COCK!" 
 
The first quest you'll have to face is the one to try to get access to the construction site. It's pretty 
straight forward. You need to first unlock the recipe "Ayame Giving a Handjob at the Construction 
Site". After that, try to enter. You'll be refused access. You need to find the slacking guy. He's lurking 
in front of the Elementary School. Just talk to him. After that, go back to the construction site and 
you'll be granted access. 
 
 

QUEST N°2 "HENTAI BAKING" 
 
You can start that quest as soon as the first weekend of the game. You'll find a guy selling different 
kind of bread at the playground. One loaf of bread is 200 Yen. The first part of the quest consists in 
simply eating ten of them. Note that you will randomly eat one of the ten possible loaves available. If 
Ayame eats the one shaped like a dick, she'll get +1 In Perversion. Once you've eaten 10 loaves, the 
baker will congratulate you and will offer you an 11th loaf. Eating it will grant Ayame +1 in Masochism 
and more importantly, you'll get the DVD, allowing you to unlock the MOUTH element.  
 
The quest isn't totally over though. If you go back to the playground the next weekend, you'll find 
him again. Here, the goal will be to eat a steaming hot loaf of bread filled with smegma. You have 
different ways of eating it, but most will result in Yuki LOSING stats. A few outcomes will make her 
earn one or two points in a particular stat. But we're looking at the perfect outcome to get all the 
stat bonuses as well as the trophy. The right action order is the following: 
Press it, Smell it, Open it, Lick it. From here on the "Chew it" choice will automatically transform into 
"Blow on the two pieces" which is the only choice. Once the scene is over, Yuki will gain +2 in all her 
stats and you'll get the trophy. 
 
 

QUEST N°3 "PISS AND LOVE" 
 
That quest can be started pretty early depending on how you deal with the first few days. To trigger 
it you need to do two things: check the bathtub in the 2nd floor of the Minazukis' home and wait four 
days. Once those two conditions are met, you can trigger the first scene between Yuki and Ayame. 
They'll both gain +1 in Imagination. 
 
Those scenes are making the sister closer to each other. We're looking into the possibility to trigger 
the 3 available scenes. Keep in mind that none of those scenes are unlockable if Naomi's around (so 
during weekends). 
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The second scene is very easy to get. You just need to click on the well of the Shrine after watching 
the first scene. From here on, just click on the Bathtub again to see the second scene and make the 
sister earn +1 in Perversion. 
 
The last scene is the trickiest to get as it requires the "Stop Fucking Everyone!" quest to be finished. 
Go and check if you haven't done it yet. Once this quest is finished, go into the women toilets of the 
Train Station. You'll witness a scene between two girls. After that, just click on the bathtub in the 
bathroom. You'll get rewarded with +2 in Masochism for Ayame, +2 in Imagination for Yuki and 
more importantly, you'll get the URINE element. 
 
 

QUEST N°4 "BRIBING THE BOARD" 
 
That quest is long but it's worth it. To trigger it you simply need to talk to Eri during a weekend (the 
earliest being the first one in the game). That will trigger a very important scene with Suzuko that will 
make you lose 10% of your total money earned on the site. After that, you will be asked to gather 
the items needed to bribe the board of directors of the zoo. You can find how to get those in the 
Collectible section. 
 
Once you get your hand on all of them, just go and see Eri. It will unlock the zoo and the possibility to 
shoot videos there as well as the Komodo quest. It's not really a quest though as you just have to 
follow what's said. Completing the Komodo quest (having sex with Choppi) will grant Yuki + 3 in 
Curiosity, +4 in Perversion, +2 in Masochism and +5 in Self-Assurance. You will also get a +15% 
bonus on your total money earned on the site. 
 
 

QUEST N°5 "ME, MYSELF AND MAT" 
 
That's a pretty straightforward quest but it needs to be done as soon as possible to grant you the 
possibility to raise each possible stat with the sisters during the evening. 
 
As soon as Atsushi will have brought Mat home, you'll be able to talk to the dog on the 1st floor. 
Doing so a first time will trigger you going out with him for a walk. Once back, Atsushi will ask you to 
clean him. You simply need to talk to Naomi during an evening where she's here to do it. 
 
That will grant you the MAT element. Upon getting this element you can create recipes that will 
make you get videos and stats bonuses. After watching the scenes made with the recipes "Yuki 
Kissing Mat" and "Ayame Blowing Mat", you'll get the possibility to have fun with him during 
evenings, making you earn a trophy as well as the possibility to raise the two "missing" stats for the 
sisters (Masochism for Ayame and Curiosity for Yuki). 
 
2 weeks after Mat's first shower, you'll witness an automatic scene during an evening between him 
and Naomi. 
 
 

QUEST N°6 "STOP FUCKING EVERYONE!" 
 
This quest needs you to perform things before you're told about its existence. Through the flow of 
the game you should do them without even trying: you need to shoot 3 videos with 3 different guys 
(1 video per guy and the videos don't have to be shot by the same sister). Once you've done it, go 
and see Eri. She'll explain you that people prefer seeing the sisters focusing on fewer guys. It will 
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prevent you from shooting anything more than handjobs and blowjobs for the Train Stations guys 
(both Yuki and Ayame), the convini guy (Ayame), the playground boy (Yuki), the worker (Ayame) and 
the old man (Yuki). 
 
Keep in mind that finishing this quest unlocks other stuffs (it's mentioned in the guide when needed, 
don't worry.) 
 
 

QUEST N°7 "A NEW COLLABORATOR" 
 
After going through the scene between Atsushi and Ayame in the car you need to spend one more 
night with Atsushi. After that, go and see Eri. She'll tell you that the site doesn't have enough 
exposure and they need someone to handle the advertising part. From here on, spend another 
evening with Atsushi and wait for 1st November. If you avoided Reiko's bad end and reached the 2nd 
November, Atsushi will reveal he'll work for Eri the 5th November. Making this quest complete. 
 
 

QUEST N°8 "THEY SEE ME SLAPPIN'" 
 
The main goal of this scene is to trigger two new scenes between Yuki and Mr. Dekai. The ultimate 
goal being to reach all the construction site scenes between the two so that you can unlock Mr. 
Dekair's apartment. What you have to do is simple. You need to give a blowjob to the worker on the 
Construction Site as Yuki and wait a day. But that's not all. You must also have finished the Komodo 
quest. Once those two elements are combined. Go talk with the worker at the construction site to 
trigger the first scene. From here on, it's pretty straight-forward. Wait a few days and come back to 
see him. You'll unlock the second scene. 
 
 

QUEST N°9 "M. NAKED" 
 
The goal of this quest is to unlock the FECES element. For that you'll need to have 3 conversations 
with the naked man in the back alley. The first one is easy. You'll find him as soon as you've unlocked 
the back alley (he won't be there on weekends though. Be careful, if you wait too long, he'll 
disappear (you have until the 22nd October). His second conversation is trickier. You need to do two 
things: 1) Having seen at least one scene between Naomi and the strays 2) Having met Kabeer. Once 
it's done, you'll find him during week days, at the same place. The third one is basic, you have to wait 
the first November weekend (because Naomi needs to be here). And after the scene you'll get the 
feces element. 
 
 

QUEST N°10 "AYAME'S TRAINING Part 1" 
 
This quest needs some prerequisites. First of all, you must have taken Mat out and washed him with 
Naomi. You must have the URINE element. And lastly, you must have triggered the two paizuri 
scenes with stray dogs and Ayame. Once all those elements are done, talk to Naomi during a 
weekend evening. After the conversation you'll unlock the possibility to create a very specific recipe 
(Mat + Urine + Ayame). Create it and watch the two scenes linked to that recipe (they have to be 
done on weekends since Naomi's required). After you've finished watching the second scene, you'll 
unlock the possibility to add urine in animal oriented recipes with Ayame (there are none for the 
moment). 
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QUEST N°11 "AYAME'S TRAINING Part2" 
 
There's another part to Ayame's journey into watersports paradise. Once you've unlocked the 
Retirement Home, you'll be able to trigger different scenes with Yoshifumi. If you trigger the Anal sex 
one, Ayame will enjoy internal urination and it'll be possible to create recipes including this feature 
with her. Of course, with Yoshifumi (in pussy, ass and breasts), but also with the zebra (for which 
you'll have to also unlock the part 1 of the quest since it's an animal.)  
 
 

QUEST N°12 "CARD COLLECTOR" 
 
You'll come across collectible cards in the game. But you won't have any use for them unless you 
trigger this quest. First of all, you need to talk to Chie at the Shrine. After she explains you her power, 
she'll tell you that she can help you, but you need to make people visit her shrine for that. You need 
to find something to attract people. At the zoo entrance, you'll find an otaku who'll explain that the 
cards you've been finding belong to a rare set of cards and that many people are after those. Go back 
to tell it to Chie to unlock the possibility to collect those cards to make her raise your total amount of 
money earned through your videos. 
 
But this is only half of the quest. After doing this, make sure you wait enough time so that Kabeer 
gets to have sex with Hana. After this scene, you'll find him in the ice-cream restaurant. He'll tell you 
that he's interested in bringing back those cards to the Underworld and propose you to give him 
spares in exchange of some stats boosts (you also get the ARMPIT element in the deal). Now, 
collecting cards has a double goal: getting the full collection for Chie and giving spares to Kabeer to 
improve your stats. 
 
Your quest will be finished once you've collected all cards. Here are the rewards you'll get based on 
the % of different cards you'll have in your inventory: 
 
10% of the cards (12) =  +5% bonus of your total site income 
25% of the cards (30) =  +15% bonus of your total site income 
50% of the cards (60) =   +25% bonus of your total site income 
75% of the cards (90) =  The joys of sex vol. 10 (not implemented yet) 
100% of the cards (120) = The ability to reminisce non-video scenes (not implemented yet) 
 
 

QUEST N°13 "AYAME'S DREAM" 
 
This quest is very straightforward. After shooting the first scene with the zebra, go and talk to Eri in 
her office. She'll launch a poll in which people will get to choose something they'll want one of the 
sisters to shoot. Wait one week. If it's during a week day, Eri will pop up at the school entrance (if it's 
a day where there are no scenario-related event) to explain you what won. You'll gain the recipe 
directly rather having to create it. 
 
If you're a weekend day after the 7 days, no worries, just talk to Eri in her office, she'll also give you 
the recipe. Simply trigger it to access it (it can be triggered any time of the week). 
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QUEST N°14 "#MYBODYISMINE" 
 
After unlocking the Retirement Home, you'll see a salary man sitting on the same bench than 
Yoshifumi during week days. Talk to him to listen his problems. You're gonna need someone's 
testimony and you'll find the right girl at the shrine. She'll accept to testify against 3,000 Yen and an 
expensive mascara out of stock everywhere. If you don't have the money spend an afternoon 
working. The mascara is easy to find. You just need to check the shelf in the Minazuki's bathroom on 
the 2nd floor to find it. Then ask Reiko the permission to take it and bring everything to the girl. After 
she gave you her testimony, report it to the salary man who'll give you the EXHIBITION element. 
 

QUEST N°15 "RHYTHM'N COCK" 
 
This quest can only be started after the first good ending (so after November 2nd). You'll find an 
arcade machine near the slot machine in the ice-cream restaurant. Check it to see that Yuki actually 
enjoys playing it. From here on, you can pay 200 Yens for a game. You can't play if Naomi's around 
though. The goal of this quest, is to make Yuki play regularly so she can be better at the game.  
Each time you'll make her play she'll gain one level (Knowing that the triggering scene of the quest 
(the very first play) doesn't give her any level). 
 
The message will change when she really improved. Those occur after a certain number of plays. She 
improves after: 
 
- 2 Plays 
- 5 Plays 
- 10 Plays 
- 13 Plays 
- 16 Plays 
- 20 Plays 
 
Playing the arcade game 20 times will make her reach the possibility to train on Extreme difficulty.  
 
The final goal is to allow Ayame to use the recipe "Yuki + Ayame + Futanari + Vagina + Ice-cream 
Restaurant" as she needs Yuki to be fully focused on the game to assault her easily. You can create 
the recipe as soon as Yuki will have tried the game at least once, but you can trigger the scene only 
after Yuki's level has reached at least 20. 
 
Note that if you keep making her progress, she'll keep gaining one level per play, but for now, it 
doesn't give any bonus. 
 

QUEST N°16 "OCEAN'S 4" 
 
While this quest is technically missable it would require you to basically never talk to Eri during 
November, which is a bit stupid. You simply need to talk to Eri after November 5th (after Atsushi 
joined her and she agreed to shoot films for/with you). The sisters will then tell her that they saw 
Kanon and will explain what she said.  
 
After that conversation you simply need to wait 5 days. It can extend to 7 days if the 5th or 6th day is a 
weekend day (as the rest of the quest needs to happen a week day). 
 
Eri will come and find you in front of school and will tell you she has prepared everything for the 
break in. Kabeer will come as a support. 
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Don't forget to save when asked to: You can't save inside the building. 
 
Now about the quest itself. The goal is to find a compromising piece of evidence against Suzuko. That 
alone can determine how the quest can end. But there are other elements that can play against you 
even if you find the right element but didn't do what's needed. 
 
1) MANDATORY ELEMENTS 
 
Those things are required to get away safely with the proofs. You need to hide the H mangas in the 
hall of the building, block the elevator with the fire extinguisher and find the safe's combination 
before you run out of time.  
 
Not hiding the mangas, will lead to Kabeer reading them and not seeing Suzuko arriving with her 
boys. Not only will he die but the girls won't be able to escape as he didn't warn them she's coming.  
 
Not blocking the elevator with the fire extringuisher will lead to Suzuko arriving with her boys in the 
apartment. Since they have guns, even Kabeer can't do shit against them leading to the bad end. 
 
Not finding the proofs also leads to the bad end. 
 
 
2) OPTIONAL ELEMENT 
 
In addition to what's written above, you can push the sofa in front of the main door in the hall to buy 
more time to find the safe's code. 
 
 
3) FINDING THE CODE 
 
First of all, you have to know that the timer won't trigger unless you've clicked a first time on the 
safe. So as long as you don't click it, you have unlimited time to search. And it happens that during 
that time you can find 3 of the 4 numbers in her apartment. 
 
Here's the riddle detail for those of you who had the courage to AT LEAST try: 
 
 - In Suzuko's shelf, you find books from William Shakespeare. One of them is titled "Much do 
about nothing". As Eri suggest, the title isn't exactly this. The real title is "Much ado about nothing". 
So there's an A missing. 
 
 - On the piano partition, Eri says that the C (Do) is missing. We'll keep that for later. 
 
 - The computer needs a password to be accessed. This one can be found in Suzuko's drawer. 
Once you've found it, just write it on the computer and you'll find an empty text file where the word 
"Kyu" is written. As Eri states, it can mean 9 in Japanese. 
 
 - In the bathroom, Eri proposes to turn on the water. If you choose to let run hot water, and 
wait for a full minute, the steam will show something on the mirror. The 4 words are "Music, 
Literature, Divination and Programming". 
 
 - This is, of course, the clue to tell you in which order put the numbers. 1st the piano one, 
then the book one, then un unknown one and lastly, the computer one.  
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 - Considering the Piano has a "C" missing, the number corresponding is 3 (third letter) and 
the book has an "A" missing, the number corresponding is 1 (1st letter) 
 
 - The code is now 3 1 ? 9 
 
 - As the mirror reads, the last number must be guessed (hence the "divination") 
 
 - The final code being 3 1 6 9 
 
As soon as you've opened the safe, if the requirements in 1) have been respected, you'll have 
finished this quest which is mandatory for the good ending of the game. 
 

QUEST N°17 "THIS IS NOT A QUEST.JPEG" 
 
This is not a quest, but I didn't know where to put it. Another thing that you'll unlock In November in 
the Ice-Cream Restaurant is the slot machine. You can play it by exchanging money against coins 
from the newly arrived maids. You can use this machine as a mean to earn money without losing 
time. Saving is recommended though as winning isn't a given. However, you can play 1, 10 or 100 
coins per line (and multiply the same way your gains) if you want to speed up the process. 
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This section is here to help you keeping track of the scenes you've already seen or not. You can print 
this page and tick the scenes you've already seen to avoid them in further playthrough. Keep in mind 
that scenes involving the sister with Reiko or Atsushi do NOT grant stats growth. 
 

VI.A Yuki's Scenes 
 

 Yuki Handjob Old Man 1 Curiosity +1 

 Yuki Handjob Old Man 2 Curiosity +2 

 Yuki Handjob Worker 1  Perversion +1 

 Yuki Handjob Worker 2  Perversion +2 

 Yuki Handjob Young Boy 1 Self-Assurance +1 

 Yuki Handjob Young Boy 2 Self-Assurance +2 

 Yuki Handjob Hobo 1  Masochism +1 

 Yuki Handjob Hobo 2  Masochism +2 

 Yuki Handjob Tourist 1  Lust +1 

 Yuki Handjob Tourist 2  Lust +2 

 Yuki Blowjob Old Man   Curiosity +2 

 Yuki Blowjob Worker   Lust +2 

 Yuki Blowjob Young Boy  Imagination +2 

 Yuki Blowjob Hobo   Masochism +2 

 Yuki Blowjob Tourist   Perversion +2 

 Yuki Stray Dog Fuck 1  Lust +2 

 Yuki Stray Dog Fuck 2  Perversion +2 

 Yuki Ayame Bathtub 1  Imagination +1 (Each) 

 Yuki Ayame Bathtub 2  Perversion +1 (Each) 

 Yuki Ayame Bathtub 3  Masochism +2 (Ayame), Imagination +2 (Yuki) 

 Yuki Komodos 1  X 

 Yuki Komodos 2  X 

 Yuki Choppi    Masochism +2, Curiosity +3, Perversion +4, Self-Assurance +5 

 Yuki Mat 1   Imagination +1 

 Yuki Mat 2 (Evening scene) Curiosity +2 

 Yuki Ayame Mat  Self-Assurance +1 (Each) 

 Yuki Cockslap Dekai 1  Imagination +1 

 Yuki Cockslap Dekai 2  Masochism +2 

 Yuki Pantsjob Dekai  Perversion +2 

 Yuki Pantsjob Hobo  Lust+2 

 Yuki Footjob Dekai 1  Self-Assurance +2 

 Yuki Footjob Dekai 2  Perversion +2 
 

VI.B Ayame's Scenes 
 

 Ayame Handjob Old Man 1 Perversion +1 

 Ayame Handjob Old Man 2 Perversion +2 
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 Ayame Handjob Worker 1 Curiosity +1 

 Ayame Handjob Worker 2 Curiosity +2 

 Ayame Handjob School Boy 1 Masochism +1 

 Ayame Handjob School Boy 2 Masochism +2 

 Ayame Handjob Convini Guy 1 Self-Assurance +1 

 Ayame Handjob Convini Guy 2 Self-Assurance +2 

 Ayame Handjob T. Stat. Guy 1 Imagination +1 

 Ayame Handjob T. Stat. Guy 2 Imagination +2 

 Ayame Blowjob Old Man  Perversion +2 

 Ayame Blowjob Worker  Curiosity +2 

 Ayame Blowjob School Boy  Masochism +2 

 Ayame Blowjob Convini  Self-Assurance +2 

 Ayame Blowjob T. Stat. Guy  Imagination +2 

 Ayame Stray Dog Fuck 1 Perversion +2 

 Ayame Stray Dog Fuck 2 Lust +2 

 Ayame Mat 1   Masochism +1 

 Ayame Mat 2 (Evening scene) Masochism +2 

 Ayame Hairjob Convini Guy Imagination +2 

 Ayame Hairjob Old Man Lust +2 

 Ayame Hairjob School Boy Curiosity +2 

 Ayame WS Old Man  Curiosity +2 

 Ayame WS School Boy  Lust +2 

 Ayame Piss Drink Old Man Self-Assurance +2 

 Ayame Piss Drink School Boy Self-Assurance +2 

 Ayame Piss Drink School Boys Perversion +2 

 Ayame Paizuri Old Man  Self-Assurance +2 

 Ayame Paizuri WS Old Man Masochism +2 

 Ayame Paizuri Stray Dog 1 Curiosity +2 

 Ayame Paizuri Stray Dog 2 X 

 Ayame Watersports Mat 1 Imagination +2 

 Ayame Watersports Mat 2 Masochism +2 

 Ayame Armpit Old Man  Curiosity +2 

 Ayame Nipple Fuck Old Man Lust +2 

 Ayame WS NF Old Man  Perversion +2 

 Ayame Vaginal Sex Old Man Lust +2 

 Ayame Anal Sex Old Man Imagination +2 

 Ayame WS Sex Old Man 1 Masochism +2 

 Ayame WS Sex Old Man 2 Self-Assurance +2 

 Ayame Vaginal Sex Zebra Lust +2  

 Ayame Anal Sex Zebra  Perversion +2 

 Ayame Intravaginal Piss Zebra Masochism +2 

 Ayame Zebra Cumbath  Curiosity +4, Lust +4 

 Ayame Yuki Futanari Sex Imagination +2 (Ayame), Masochism +2 (Yuki) 
 
 

VI.C Naomi's Scenes 
 

 Naomi Blowjob Stray Dog 1 

 Naomi Blowjob Stray Dog 2 
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 Naomi Blowjob Mat 1 

 Naomi Watersports Stray Dog 1 

 Naomi Watersports Stray Dog 2 

 Naomi Rhino  

 Naomi Scat play Stray Dog 1 

 Naomi Scat play Stray Dog 2 

 Naomi Scat play Stray Dog 3 

 Naomi Mat Fuck 
 

 

VI.D Reiko's Scenes 
 

 Reiko Masturbation 1 

 Reiko Masturbation 2 

 Reiko Masturbation 3 

 Reiko Yuki Kitchen 1 

 Reiko Yuki Kitchen 2 

 Reiko Ayame Toilets 1 

 Reiko Ayame Toilets 2 

 Reiko Ayame Toilets Watersports  

 Reiko Yuki Ayame Futanari Scene 1 

 Reiko Yuki Ayame Futanari Scene WS 1 
 

VI.E Eri's Scenes 
 

 Eri Elephant Piazuri 

 Eri Elephant Fuck 
 

VI.F Atsushi's Scenes 
 

 Atsushi Ayame Car 1 

 Atsushi Ayame Car 2 

 Atsushi Eri 
 

VI.G Other Scenes 
 

 Kabeer Hana 

 Minazukis Orgy 
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Unlocking trophies doesn't bring anything else than the sake of completeness but they're cool, so 
here they are: 
 

VII.A Bronze Trophies 
 

 
That's just a warm up. Simple create your first recipe. 
 
 
 
 
Getting the hand of it. Awarded at your 10th recipe. 
 

 
 
Think, Act, Cum, Repeat. Reach 25 recipes for that one. 

 
 

 
This is gonna be hard… Spend one evening with Atsushi. 
 
 
 
 
But we'll do it! You need the diner with Atsushi's boss to be a success. 
 
 
 
 
And we'll succeed! Spend a total of 4 evening with Atsushi. The 4th one HAS to be after 
the boss diner. 
 
 
 
No matter what! Successfully avoided Atsushi's Bad End. 
 
 
 
 
Hand Pass. Awarded for being granted the access to the construction site. 
 
 
 
Star Debut. Upload your first video at Eri's office. 
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Discovering the town. Unlock 10 different places. 
 
 
 
 
Monomaniac. For the moment, there is only one way to get that trophy: Finish the 
"They see me slappin'" quest. 
 
 
 
True Love. Unlocked after the 3rd Bath scene between Yuki and Ayame. 
 
 
 
 
French Palate. You need to finish the second part of the "Hentai Baking" quest. 
 
 
 
 
Veterinarius Perversa. Awarded automatically when Naomi decides to help you. 
 

 
 
 
Mima Luxuriosus. Awarded automatically after Eri joins you. 
 
 
 
 
Calcium and Protein are faster… Awarded after unlocking the possibility to spend the 
night with Mat for both Ayame and Yuki (each).  
 

 

VII.B Silver Trophies 
 

 
Lewis Carroll would be proud. Unlock 50 recipes. 
 
 
 
 
Nerd. Spend 20 different days on the PC with Yuki. 
 
 
 
Come Hell or High Water! Awarded for reaching the 1st good ending. 
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VII.C Gold Trophies 
 
None for the moment 
 

VII.D Platinum Trophies 
 
None for the moment 
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